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Introduction
In Zetterlund, llordstrand and Engstrand (1|97'l and Engstrand,
Nordstrand and Zetterlund (19791 iL was demonst,rated how the
prosody (fundamental frequency contour and physical segment
durations) of a tape recording of spoken utterances can be
manipulated using Lpc methods without much affecting the voice
characteristics of the speaker or the phonetic identity of the
so-cal1ed 'segmental' features of the utterancel). Using this
method it has been possible to perform certain phonetic ex_
periments that tend support to the theory that intonati-on in
Swedish (and probably in many other languages also) is deter_
mj-ned by certain (relative) pitch levels that must be reached
simultaneously with certain definite nonprosodic sound effects
(primarily the vowels) produced during the course of the
speech act. On this assumption it appears to be possible to
pìedict the durations of the physical segments from a know_
ledge of 1) the sequence of phonemes2) ..rd 2) the relative
pitch levefs of the phonemes that carry such ]evels. This
should be a basic principle - in so far it holds _ for any
synthesis-by-rule system.

To carry the phonetic experiments further one should no..r
like to be able to manlpulate the parameters of the ,segmentrlr
sound effects, also. I.ê. , one should like, in a given re_
cording of a certain utterance/ to be abl-e to change the
sense-d.i-scriminating features3) of certain occurrences, in
that utterance, of various segmental phonemes. It \,¡ould of
course also be desirabre to be abfe to manipulate other kinds
of feature, e.g. expressì-ve features, and, in fact, any kind
of phonetically relevant featu::e.

ft is not at a1f obvious, however, how segmental para_
meters can be controlfed in an LpC analysis/synthesis system.
The problem can be solved on certain conditions, however.
First, one has to find a one-to-one transformation from the
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filter coefficients to a set of parameters whose relatlon to

the synthesized acoustic phonetic effect is explicitly known'

Second, in order to make the method easy to use' there should

be included a process of interpolation along the time axis

between given phonetic sound effects in a phoneme str'ing'

Third, to insure that the intermediate sound effects generated

by this interpolation procedure do not strike the ear as ín-'

dependent 'intruding phonemes' , Yêt another one-to-one trans-

formation has to be found, one that maps the filter coeffi-

cients into a further parameter set'

what parameters to control
Theory as well as experience with formant synthesis motivate

us to use spectral parameters for control and ma-nj-pulatíon

purposes. The transformation that maps the LPC coefficients on

the spectral domain is defined by the fundamental theorem of

algebra, relating coefficients and roots of a polynomial equa -

'tion.. LPC formants and bandwidths are defined through' úþe

roots of the complex polynomial whose coefficients are equal

to the LPC coefficients. Effj-cient algorithms to solve for the

roots of the polynomials are available in standard computer

systems' and the converse computation of coefficients from

roots can be performed by means of a simpte well-known formuÌa

Hor^t to interpo]ate
Any interpolation method to L¡e used muqt mqot two'åequirements:

(1) it. must guarantee that the synthesis filters are stable'

(21 it must not introduce 'intruding phonemes' '

The parameter set that first comes to mj-nd as a possible

candidäte for these purposes ls the set of filter coefficients

themselves, i.ê. , the LPC coefficients, as they are also

called.Linearinterpolationoftheseparametersdoesnotgua-
rantee stability, however ftrlarkel & Gray (1976)] ' On the

other hand, linear interpolation of the roots (i'e' formant

frequencies and bandwidths) of the LPc polynomial always gua-

rantees stability, but this method entails a sorting problem

(the so-called formant tracking problem) since the roots in

questj-on do notpossess any obvious partial ordering' A number

of other methods have recently been worked out (see e.g. ¡'Íarkel
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& Gray -76), and the parameter sets defined by these transfor-
mations are tabulated in Table 1 where data relating to sta_
bility are also given. Fig 1 shov/s how the poles move in the
z-plane under linear interpolation of the various parameter
sets (Ín each case using six filter coefficients).

On the basis of the above discussion and informal experi.
ments linear interpolation has been tried using area coeffi_
cients, log area coefficients and arc si.ne of the reflexion
coefficients. It was found that synthesis based on interpol_a_.
tion of the arc sine of the reflexion coefficients gave a
quality superior to the other methods. probably this i.s due to
the fact that the arc sine transformation produces a more even
distribution of the reflexj.on coefficients near their peak
values, i.e. , when these values are close to 1.

Using this method the following phonetic experiment vras
performed. The phonetically crucial j_nstants of time in a given
utterance was marked with help of a display of the pressure/
time wave form. These moments were picked in accordance wj.th
phonetic principles sketched in öhman et al. (19791. LpC coef_
ficients r4'ere computed at the cruciar i-nstants and stored arong
with the refevant tj_me coordinate. I{ith this as j-nput data the
gaps between the cruciaf instants were firled with interpofated
LPC coeffÍcient sets, so that a ner¡, speech wave could be re_
synthesized.

The signal thus obtained sounded suprisingly similar to
the original. One r,¡il1 recognize the voice of the speaker, his
dialect, and, of course, what he says \,¡ithout much more distor..
tion than a simple LpC analysis-and-resynthesis (without inter._
vening parameter manipulations) will cause.

Recordings of these tests \,/ere ptayed at the conference
(see Fig 2) "
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(a) (d)

(b) (el

(c) (f)

r.ig 1. Variations of the root locatlons (the poles) of an
LPC polynonl-al as a functlon of Linear interpolatlon of
a) flltercoefficients, b) cepstral coefflclents, c) auto-
correlation, d) reflection coefficients, e) area functlons
and f) arcsln of reflection coefficients.
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Name

Table 1. The various parameter sets based upon the IPC
formulation.

filter coefficients
cepstral coefficients
autocorrelation
ref lection coef f icients
area functions
arcsin of reflect.ion coeficients

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
YeS
Yes
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Fig 2. Amplitude, intensity, Fo and 'LPC spectrogram'as a
function of timerof the word "lejon" (lion) in the test
utterance, a) analysed 'LPC spectrogram', b) interpolated
tLPC spectrogram', The 'crucial j-nstants of time' are marked
with vertical lines.
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BetsænSgå

Notes
1. It is this process of analysis followed by manipulation of

analysis parameters followed by synthesis from the para-
peters thus obtained that is referred to by the word
Resynthesis of the title of this paper .:. ....

2. The concept of phoneme intended here is sketchêd b'riefly 
.

in öhman, Zetterlund, Nordstrand and Engsttand .(1,979).
3. Cf . Jakobson e ¡Iaugh l1g7gl for t.his term.
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